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Confident Cannabis verified COAs from DEA Certified Lab

100% grown, produced and packaged in the USA

Rapid order fulfillment and insured delivery to suit your needs

White label services available

Highest Quality Local NJ CBD Flower & Extract Products

freestonefarmscbd.com -  469.285.3730 - @freestonefarms 

Why work with Freestone Farms CBD?

All Organic-input;
NJ Dept. Agriculture listed 

OMRI certified organic nutrients and IPM
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yoon@freestonefarmscbd.com
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Building relationships with our retailers is the cornerstone of our farm. Having grown as a NJ farm 
to more than 14,000 plants over 8 acres, we’ve focused our attention on all-organic input CBD 
cultivation, carefully-controlled drying & curing, and a high degree of quality control in our manu-
facturing process. 

Without any stores of our own, we rely heavily on our retailers to distribute our CBD products. In 
return, Freestone reciprocates with bottom-dollar wholesale pricing and customized vendor 
support.

Our pricing scheme enables you to sustain wholesale and retail volumes. Whether you are selling 
Freestone products in-store or distributing to other retailers, our prices provide the �exibility you 
need to make your margins. 

Our goal is to make your life easier. With over 25 retail-ready CBD products, we drive variety to your 
store’s selection without any hassle. From frosted prerolled cones to CBD oils, Freestone is proud to 
o�er our CBD product line backed with Con�dent Cannabis veri�ed COAs from a fully-licensed, 
DEA-certi�ed testing lab accessible via a QR code on all of our product packaging.

If you prefer to develop your own private brand, we can supply our products, unlabeled, for fellow 
entrepreneurs. Power your brand with Freestone’s manufacturing and cultivation expertise along 
with packaging design support from our in-house designer. 

Take comfort in knowing that you are providing a safe and reliable product that is grown locally in 
NJ. Our cultivation, processing, and manufacturing methods are published on our IG (@freestone-
farms) in full transparency. We believe in quality from the ground up and we want you and your 
customers to see that for themselves.  

We look forward to working with you in customizing our CBD to your business needs. Thank you for 
the opportunity to build a relationship with you.

Welcome to Freestone Farms! 

freestonefarmscbd.com -  469.285.3730 - @freestonefarms 

A message from our CEO,

yoon@freestonefarmscbd.com

“Building relationships with our retailers is the cornerstone of 
our farm. We bring you peace of mind, one preroll at a time!”

Ahram Yoon
CEO
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Our Farm & Our Process

yoon@freestonefarmscbd.com

It began with the restoration and conversion of a 
century- old peach processing plant inside of a 
pole barn into a state of the art indoor growing 
facility, complete with a propagation chamber 
and in-house hemp processing. 

From there it grew to encompass more than 10 
acres, with greenhouses, outdoor acreage and 
an extraction lab planned for the near future.

With the latest in West Coast farming techniques 
we aim to produce the highest quality �ower 
possible, striving to do so with all organic inputs, 
artisan well water and and most importantly, 
well-practiced hands.
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BaOx, Super CBD, Belle, The Wife
Our Strains

PROFILE: Hops - Cinnamon - Basil

24.1% CBD 
31.8% Total Cannabinoids
1.7% Terpenes          

BaOx
Hybrid

PROFILE: Orange - Earth - Pine

21.0% CBD 
29.9% Total Cannabinoids
1.3% Terpenes          

Super CBD
Sativa

PROFILE: Blue Cheese - Lavender - Pine

16.7% CBD 
20.9% Total Cannabinoids
1.9% Terpenes          

The Wife
Hybrid

PROFILE: Tropical - Pineapple - Juicy Fruit

17.4% CBD 
22.7% Total Cannabinoids
1.3% Terpenes          

Belle
Indica

freestonefarmscbd.com -  469.285.3730 - @freestonefarms 

yoon@freestonefarmscbd.com
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Cherry Cherry, Cherry Citrus, Purple Reign
Our Strains

freestonefarmscbd.com -  469.285.3730 - @freestonefarms 

yoon@freestonefarmscbd.com

PROFILE: Cherry - Wood - Earth

16.0% CBD 
20.4% Total Cannabinoids
1.8% Terpenes          

   Cherry
Cherry

Indica
PROFILE: Hops - Cherry - Orange

15.0% CBD 
19.2% Total Cannabinoids
1.0% Terpenes          

Cherry
Citrus

Hybrid

PROFILE: Cherry - Basil - Earth

16.4% CBD 
20.7% Total Cannabinoids
1.5% Terpenes          

Purple Reign
Indica
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Frosted Cones

2 XL Prerolls, Frosted Cones
Prerolled Cones

Our bestselling preroll to date, 

this is a gram prerolled cone 

of our premium The Wife 

hemp �ower grown in our 

Garden State greenhouses 

with all organic inputs, dipped 

into our single origin 

full-spectrum extract and 

frosted with our solvent-free 

process CBD ice hash. All 

single origin, all strain speci�c, 

all organic input and all for 

your enjoyment; we call them 

our "bedtime snacks!"

Retail Price

2 XL Prerolls  
Frosted Cone 
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$12.99
$12.99

Available in our 7 unique strains;

BaOx 
Belle 
Cherry Cherry 
Cherry Citrus 
Purple Reign 
Super CBD 
The Wife  

Hybrid
Indica
Indica
Hybrid
Hybrid
Sativa
Hybrid
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2 XL Prerolls  
Frosted Cone 

$17.99
$17.99
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Cans, Jars, Wholesale
Freestone Flower

freestonefarmscbd.com -  469.285.3730 - @freestonefarms 

yoon@freestonefarmscbd.com

It began with the restoration and conversion of a 
century- old peach processing plant inside of a 
pole barn into a state of the art indoor growing 
facility, complete with a propagation chamber 
and in-house hemp processing. 

From there it grew to encompass more than 10 
acres, with greenhouses, outdoor acreage and 
an extraction lab planned for the near future.

With the latest in West Coast farming techniques 
we aim to produce the highest quality �ower 
possible, striving to do so with all organic inputs, 
artisan well water and and most importantly, 
well-practiced hands.

7 Gram Jars
A 1/4th of an ounce of 
our hand-trimmed, all 
organic-input flower in a 
glass jar with a childproof 
lid and humidity pack 
shelf stable for 2-3 years.

Retail Price

3.5g Can 
7g Jar

$19.99
$34.99

3.5 Gram Cans
An 1/8 of an ounce of our 
hand-trimmed, all organic 
input flower sealed in an 
aluminum or PET plastic 
can with a replaceable lid 
and humidity pack shelf 
stable for 2-3 years.

Available in our 7 unique strains;

BaOx 
Belle 
Cherry Cherry 
Cherry Citrus 
Purple Reign 
Super CBD 
The Wife  

Hybrid
Indica
Indica
Hybrid
Hybrid
Sativa
Hybrid
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We do Wholesale Orders!
@freestonefarmscbd.com

3.5g Can 
7g Jar

$24.99
$39.99de
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Oils, Simple Syrup
Liquid Solutions

Full Spectrum Oil
1 fluid ounce (30ml) of our 
supercooled CBD extract 
homogenized into organic, 
non-GMO avocado oil with a 
graduated glass dropper. 
250mg of CBD per bottle, 
8.45 per 1ml serving.

Retail Pricing & Sizes

Simple Syrup
Our premium full-spectrum 
extract perfectly homoge-
nized into pharmaceutical 
grade, Kosher, Non-GMO 
vegetable glycerin and mixed 
with 1:1 simple syrup. There 
are no added preservatives, 
so please keep refrigerated.

250 ml
500 ml
750 ml

1000 ml

$20.99

$40.99
$30.99

$50.99

   (8.45 mg/ml)
   (16.9 mg/ml)
   (29.6 mg/ml)
   (33.8 mg/ml)

500 mg
125 mg   (15.6 mg/oz) $14.99

$39.99   (15.6 mg/oz)

CBD Oil

Simple Syrup
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Small, Medium, & Large Breeds
Pet CBD Oil

CBD For Pets
As dogs host an endocanna-
binoid system just like 
humans, they're able to 
experience the same bene-
fits of CBD as well. This 
includes helping with symp-
toms ranging from mental 
anguish such as anxiety to 
physical ailments as well. 
The result has left pet 
owners astounded with how 
this natural alternative has 
been able to help their pets 
with a number of different 
everyday issues.

Retail Pricing & Sizes

250 ml
500 ml

1000 ml

$20.99
$30.99
$50.99

   (8.45 mg/ml)
   (16.9 mg/ml)
   (33.8 mg/ml)

CBD Oil
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Capsules, Gummies
Therapeutic Supplements

Retail Pricing & Sizes

Gummies

Capsules
Cannabidiol (CBD) capsules 
are one of the many ways you 
can incorporate the popular 
cannabinoid into your well-
ness routine. CBD capsules are 
well-regarded for their sim-
plicity. Get all the benefits of 
CBD in a convenient capsule 
form! Precisely measured and 
easy to swallow, softgel cap-
sules are an excellent option 
for at home or on the road.

Gummy Candies
CBD Gummies are candy-sized 
gummies that offer a great way 
to get your daily CBD. Our CBD 
gummies are made with pure 
CBD oil. Consuming gummies 
and other edibles can be an 
easy, tasty, and discreet way of 
ingesting CBD. Some common 
reasons for taking CBD include 
managing pain and seeking 
relief from anxiety or depres-
sion. CBD is one of several com-
pounds called cannabinoids in 
the cannabis plant.
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Capsules
20 mg
20 mg

$40.99
$55.99

(30 count)
(50 count)

20 mg
20 mg

$35.99
$50.99

(30 count)
(50 count)



Appendix
Our Products

All of our premium hemp flower is grown in our Garden State fields with all 
organic inputs and IPM. Nothing synthetic goes into or onto our plants, 

from farm to jar.
We believe in an equitable and diverse farm and community.

“Peace of mind one joint at a time”

Visit us at freestonefarmscbd.com to order!
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8 – List of all products at the end

Prerolls, Cans, Jars, Frosted Cones, Oils,
Simple Syrup, Capsules, Gummies
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freestonefarmscbd.com


